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Michael Lee's senior project will help paraplegic Bryan Gingg.Paraplegic benefits from senior project
By Kristina Rockhold 
Staff Writer___________
A copy of Rolling Stone 
leaned agednst the book-stand 
on Bryan Gingg’s u-shaped 
desk.
His wheelchair fit comfortab­
ly into the space in front of his 
computer and a Sony remote 
control sat within reach.
Gingg used a plastic mouth­
piece connected to a steel 
pointer to flip the pages of a 
booklet sitting in front of him.
And he spoke favorably 
about a rack system that Cal 
Poly mechanical engineering 
senior Michael Lee is in the 
process of designing.
The system, which will help 
Gingg to organize, store and ac­
cess books, magazines and 
pamphlets without the constant 
help of others, is something 
that will make his life much 
easier, Gingg said.
Gingg, a Cal Poly social 
science graduate, was paralyzed 
from the shoulders down after a 
truck accident several years 
ago.
Whereas others take the
ability to move freely for 
granted, Gingg said he uses 
many different mechanisms to 
help him perform simple, 
everyday tasks.
A voice-activated computer 
system and a breath-activated 
phone system are some of the 
few products on the market that 
help Gingg function, he said.
And Lee’s project is another 
device that will help him feel 
better about himself, Gingg 
said.
“Independence is something 
that I strive for,” he said, “and 
the system will help me attain 
that independence.”
A travel agent who works 
from his home, Gingg said he is 
excited about Lee’s project due 
to the amount of time he spends 
at his desk.
“It seems like I’m there a 
good part of the day,” he said.
Lee, who is working on the 
system as his senior project, 
said he hopes the rack will meet 
Gingg’s individual needs.
“If something breaks or falls 
over, Bryan can’t really fix it,”
See PROJECT, page 6
‘Prank’ may turn serious
Fraternity m en accused in dunking injuries
By Marla R. Van Schuyver
Senior Staff Writer
Criminal charges may be 
awaiting three Cal Poly frater­
nity pledges thought to be in­
volved in a post-swim meet pool 
prank during Greek Week.
Three men — whose names 
have not been released, but have 
been preliminarily identified as 
Phi Kappa Psi pledges — are al­
leged to have “maliciously” 
pushed three women into Cal 
Poly’s outdoor pool at the end of 
the annual Greek Week swim­
ming contest on May 12.
Medical attention was sought 
by at least two of the women, ac­
cording to Cal Poly Public Safety 
Investigator Mike Kennedy.
One woman who was pushed 
down onto the pool’s deck suf­
fered from a bruised hip. 
Another of the women had steel 
pins in her hip from a previous 
operation, which were knocked 
loose by her tumble into the pool. 
A third — who could not swim — 
was emotionally shaken by the 
event, according to Greek ^ a i r s  
Director Walt Lambert.
“The event was over and 
everyone was tr3dng to leave the 
pool area, so they had to walk 
right next to the pool,” Lambert 
said. “We think it was a mali­
cious act, not just someone acting
in fun. ... I don’t think it was a 
prank. After they pushed the 
girls in, they ran and jumped 
over a fence and took off.”
Phi Kappa Psi President 
Craig Halliwell said he is uncer­
tain whether his pledges were in­
volved.
“I’ve talked to my pledges 
about it,” he said. “I’m not sure 
my pledges were even at the 
event. I know there were a 
couple of our pledges who were 
identified, but I’m not sure they 
were even there. And if they 
were. I’m not sure if they were 
the only ones doing it or not.”
Public Safety Investigator 
Ray Berrett is in charge of the 
case. His report is awaiting final 
review before it is passed on to 
the San Luis Obispo County Dis­
trict Attorneys office.
Meanwhile, Lambert said that 
in addition to the district attor­
ney’s findings, the incident may 
go before Cal Poly Judicial Af­
fairs and possibly the Inter­
fraternity Council (IFC).
“Whether it had anything to 
do with the chapter or not. I’m 
not sure,” Lambert said. “It cer­
tainly put a damper on an event 
that otherwise went very well.”
Lambert said he is trying to 
find out if the incident was en­
couraged by initiated fraternity
members.
If it was Phi Kappa Psi, and it 
was planned, “then IFC would 
get involved,” Lambert said. “If 
they can show us that it was a 
planned thing by the actives — if 
they told the pledges to throw 
someone in the pool after the 
swim meet — then IFC would 
take action, the Judiciary Coun­
cil would take action and the 
court could possibly take action.
“Maybe it was just malicious 
behavior and not at all a function 
of the house.”
Phi Kappa Psi’s past htis been 
spotted with trouble, including a 
now-infamous Jell-O party where 
several students were severely 
injured, Lambert said. The 
spring 1991 party — dubbed 
“Return to the Womb” — had 
students slide into the event and 
land on old mattresses with 
rusty springs. It led to a one-year 
suspension and one-year proba­
tion for the fraternity.
“They have had problems 
before,” Lambert said. “(But) 
their problems have mostly been 
neighborhood problems — people 
calling in on parties. It has not 
been the kind of thing that hap­
pened at the swim meet.
“It makes us worry, though, 
tha t this event had some 
relationship with the house.”
CAPTURE adds new feature
Function allows students to register 
for credit/no credit over the phone
for conditional drop/add.By Silas Lyons 
Staff Writer
CAPTURE will soon contain a 
new feature to allow credit/no 
credit registration with a 
keystroke, university officials 
said Monday.
For the approximately 3,000 
students who stood in lines at 
the Academic Records Office this 
quarter to file a credit/no credit 
form, the change should be a 
welcome one.
Marcia Friedman, associate 
director of academic records, said 
the new system will come on-line 
June 14, a week before the begin­
ning of summer quarter.
Friedman said the new sys­
tem is straightforward. After a 
student requests a class, CAP­
TURE will ask the user to press 
“1,” then “#” for credit/no credit, 
or just “#” for regular gp-ading. 
When CAPTURE repeats back 
the class, it will note if credit/no 
credit has been requested.
For students who have al­
ready registered and want to 
switch to credit/no credit, the 
procedure is similar to that used
Press “6 *” (call number) “*” 
(same call number) “#.” This dif­
fers from conditional drop/add 
only in that the second call num­
ber is exactly the same as the 
first. At this point, CAPTURE 
asks for “1 #” for credit/no credit 
or “#” for normal grading.
When CAPTURE repeats the 
course back, said Pat Morin,
same flexibility, only there’s no 
paper involved,” Friedman said. 
“We’re really excited about it, 
and we think the students will 
like it.”
The new feature will benefit 
academic records personnel as 
well. Friedman said the nearly 
$4,000 price tag was a good deal.
“The expense was pretty mini­
mal in terms of what it will save 
us,” she said. “We just knew that 
we wanted it. We won’t get as 
much traffic at our records win­
dow (now).”
“There’s all the same flexibility, only there’s 
no paper involved. We’re really excited about it, 
and we think the students will like it.”
Marcia Friedman 
Associate director of academic records
program m er for academic 
records, “it might be a little mis­
leading.” Students will be told 
the class has been added to their 
schedule, credit/no credit, even 
though they already have it.
This allows students to switch 
back and forth as often as they 
wish for the first three weeks of 
the quarter. “There’s all the
FViedman said CAPTURE will 
allow students to designate 
credit/no credit grading for any 
class they take. However, she 
said it is the students’ respon­
sibility to determine for themsel­
ves whether the class is eligible 
for credit/no credit grading.
“All the old rules still apply,” 
she said.
CRISIS PERSPECTIVES
A  must-rea(d series of exclusively-written commentaries by pivotal figures in the state’s budget crisis. 
Today: Donald Lazere • Wednesday: Bill Honig • Thursday: Warren Baker •  Friday: Barry Munitz
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Countdown to health reform: Costs rise, millions uninsured
WASHINGTON (AP) — It was near 
the end of a long day listening to heartfelt 
concerns about the nation’s health care 
system, and Hillary Rodham Clinton’s op­
timism was severely muted.
“I don’t know that it is possible to 
satisfy every need that was heard today,” 
said the first lady, designer-in-chief of the 
administration’s plan for health reform.
“The best we can do is to be honest 
about facing the problems that everyone 
of us in this room have had a hand in 
helping to create.”
Health care in America has been in a 
crisis for years, experts say, with costs 
soaring at horrifying rates and more and 
more people falling into the class of the 
un- or under-insured.
What’s different now is that middle 
class America — people who’ve long taken 
employer-paid policies for granted and
“The best we can do is to be honest about facing the 
problems that everyone o f us in this room have had a 
hand in helping to create.”
Hillary Rodham Clinton____________ __________________
hardly think twice about going to the doc­
tor — suddenly feel at risk.
“People are scared that their insurance 
is disintegrating,” says Robert Blendon, a 
health policy expert at Harvard Univer­
sity.
One in two workers has seen his 
benefits cut in the past year, as com­
panies struggling to control costs force 
their employees either to pay a bigger 
share of premiums or go into cheap>er, 
“managed care” systems that restrict 
choices of doctors and hospitals.
Plus, it seems everyone knows some­
one without insurance. Some 100,000 
people a month lose their insurance. In 
all, 37 million Americans will go without 
insursmce for part of this year, and an ad­
ditional 20 million have inadequate in­
surance, according to studies.
That day in Tlampa, Fla., Mrs. Clinton 
heard from a man who had gone into debt 
to pay for care for a mother with Al­
zheimer’s Disease. She also listened to a 
cancer doctor who cautioned that health 
maintenance organizations pressure him
to treat patients in a ‘substandard way”; 
an advocate for the disabled who asked 
for coverage for home health care; the 
owner of a small business who talked of 
the burdens a new tax would cause, and a 
social worker who described how the 
elderly must choose between paying for 
food and buying prescription drugs.
And more.
Mrs. Clinton, chairing the president’s 
task force, is fond of saying that people 
don’t go without health care — they just 
get it when it’s the most expensive. For 
instance, someone without coverage who 
gets in a car wreck won’t get turned away 
at the emergency room. But big charges 
on other patients’ bills — super-expensive 
lyienol for example — make up for it.
The pool of 37 million uninsured is 
hardly a static group. One in four people 
will lose their insurance.
Achtenberg confirmed despite Helms ‘lesbian’ comments
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate 
brushed aside complaints of conservatives 
Monday and confirmed an openly gay San 
Francisco supervisor, Roberta Achten­
berg, to be a top federal housing official.
The vote was 58-31 to make Achten­
berg, a former law school professor, assis­
tant secretary for fair housing and equal 
opportunity in the Department of Hous­
ing and Urban Development.
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., led the op­
position, portraying her as a “militantly 
activist lesbian” who “tried to bully the
Boy Scouts of America” into permitting 
homosexual scout leaders.
Other conservatives seized upon the 
Boy Scout issue, saying they were other­
wise willing to vote for a qualified 
homosexual for high federal office.
Achtenberg supported cutting off 
United Way fianding for the Boy Scouts 
because the organization would not allow 
homosexual scoutmasters and refused to 
strike a reference to God from their oath.
The San Francisco area United Way 
had taken the same position on grounds
that the scouts violated an anti-dis­
crimination policy, Achtenberg’s sup­
porters said.
Her chief Senate backer. Banking 
Committee Chairman Donald Riegle, D- 
Mich., called her “one of the most com­
petent, credible and most articulate 
nominees we’ve presented to the Senate.”
“The only real challenge ... boils down 
to her sexual orientation and that has no 
bearing on her qualifications,” Riegle 
said. “All the other arguments are a 
smoke screen.”
Both California senators. Democrats 
Barbara Boxer and Dianne Feinstein, 
spoke in favor of the nomination.
Boxer called the criticism by senators 
“who don’t even know her” a “smoke 
screen ... for her private life.”
Helms shot back, “She sure wasn’t 
private when she was hugging and kiss­
ing last year in that parade in San Fran­
cisco,” a reference to photos showing Ach­
tenberg kissing a woman, her longtime 
companion, in a 1992 gay pride parade in 
San Francisco.
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Have a threshold for pain?
The Doily is recruiting editors for summer quarter and the 1993-94 Gcoden)ic year. Applicants for any position MUST attend 
0 meeting ot 11 a.m . Friday in Graphic Arts 2 2 6 , the Daily newsroom. Positions for summer include: news, 
arts, illustrator ond photo. For the academic year, editors include: managing, assistant managing, investigative, arts, opinion, 
sports and photo. Call ED W IN  BILL or J O H N  H U BB ELL for more information at 7 5 6 - 1 7 9 6 .
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Looks like a 
Vivarin night.
The big one's only 12 hours away. You 
could have paid more attention in 
class, but tonight you've gotta 
cram. First, you better keep 
tv those eyes from closing.
Revive with Vivarin. 
Safe as coffee, it 
helps keep you 
awake and mentally 
alert for hours.^  / I  W' So when your most
difficult problem to 
solve is how to 
stay awake...make it 
a Vivarin night!
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Revive with VIVARIN.®
Um  only M  directed. Contains caftoine equivalent to 2 cupe of coffee. ® 1993 SmltliKllne Beecham.
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Ex-professor focuses speech on awareness
By Shelly Karlson
Staff Writer Speaker says people need to be more in tune with world
The key to life is to realize 
there are more things at work 
than meets the eye, a speaker 
told a Cuesta College audience 
Wednesday night.
Approximately 900 people at­
tended “An Evening With Ram 
Dass,” a lecture on “Conscious­
ness and Current Events.” The 
event was sponsored by Unity 
Christ Church.
Sitting in a yoga position on a 
cushioned wicker chair, the ex- 
Harvard professor addressed is­
sues ranging from the need for 
human compassion to the .wis­
dom he gained from taking
drugs.
Born Richard Alpert, the 
name Ram Dass was given to 
him by his Hindu guru Neem 
Karoli Baba. The name holds a 
double meaning for Dass.
“It means ‘Servant of God,’” 
he said. “But, I realize Ram is 
also and acronym for rent-a- 
mouth.”
Dass, known to many as “Mr. 
LSD Jr.” of the 1960s, didn’t al­
ways speak his mind. He said his 
approach to life changed when he 
experimented with mind-altering 
mushrooms and LSD.
After taking mushrooms once
for six hour?, Dass admitted to 
having experienced chemical 
overload. He said the episode es­
sentially changed his life.
“It was the type of experience 
one has when you go to the 
mountain top and look down,” he 
said, “and what you see from the 
top is very different from 
reality.”
With the AIDS epidemic ex­
panding and the p>overty level in­
creasing, Dass said he believes 
people need to be more in tune 
with the world.
“When you put a frog in boil­
ing water he’ll jump,” he said.
“But, put the frog in a cold 
water, warm it up and the frog
will boil to death.
“Well, folks, the water is get­
ting warm,” he continued. “Let’s 
be more aware of what is going 
on.”
As a psychologist, Dass said 
he believes that people need to 
alter their attitudes towards life.
“We need to change the way 
we face our problems and realize 
that we all experience things on 
different levels,” he said. “The 
key is learning to react to some­
thing in more than one way.”
Dass said his career at Har­
vard also pushed him to change 
his lifestyle. He said he felt at 
the time that he wasn’t teaching 
anything worthwhile.
“I used to be a real arrogant 
social-scientist, and Harvard 
loved that,” he said. “After I was 
offered tenure, I knew I had to 
change something in my life. I 
felt diseased and that if I stayed 
I would die there.”
By leaving Harvard, Dass 
claims to have abandoned the so­
cial institution that raised him. 
“I have spent my entire life 
responding to the way others 
perceived me,” he said. “That’s 
no way to go through life. Each 
person needs to be their own per­
son and live their own life.”Official says VDT disease common among students
Many at Poly say prolonged use 
of computers can cause problems
By Laura Bloner 
Staff Writer
Video display terminal (VDT) 
disease is a controversial, 
elusive phenomena that may af­
fect thousands of professionals 
and students.
“I think it’s quite common 
and especially prevalent among 
stu d en ts ,” said Dr. Burt 
Cochran, head of Medical Ser­
vices at the Cal Poly Health 
Center.
VDT disease can be acquired 
from working on a computer for 
prolonged periods of time. It is 
often difficult to diagnose be­
cause its symptoms often 
resemble other afflictions. But 
the disease is definitely real, 
health officials say.
Cochran says symptoms such 
as headaches, neck-aches, 
shoulder-aches, backaches, 
muscle tension and eyestrain, 
which are commonly associated
with stress. He said some 
aspects of the disease stem from 
“prolonged fixed-posture” while 
working on a computer.
Though studies are incon­
clusive, some researchers 
believe the disease also may in­
duce miscarriages. Additional­
ly, it has been known to trigger 
epilepsy.
Stress levels also are thought 
to increase one’s likelihood of 
getting the illness, Cochran 
said.
“I think that everybody that 
sticks their face in front of a 
computer every day should be 
concerned,” said Dick Tibbetts, 
coordinator for Cal Poly’s tech­
nical services.
Tibbetts said some people are 
using filters on their computer 
screens to lessen the effect of 
the harmful rays. The bigger 
and brighter the screen, the
more harmful the rays are be­
cause voltage is higher, he said.
Jeff Nadel, a computer lab 
m anager for Cal Poly’s 
Academic Computer Services, 
said the rays are like radiation.
“Ifou can’t smell it, see it, or 
feel it, but it’s there,” he said. 
“Ifet a lot of people aren’t aware 
of it.”
However, those who are 
aware of VDT disease are wor­
ried.
“I think it’s something to be 
concerned about because you 
have a computer spitting 
electrons at you,” said James 
Green, a material engineering 
senior.
Green said he feels that “not 
too many students worry about 
VDT because most don’t know it 
exists.”
Green said he uses com­
puters an average of 15 to 20 
hours a week, but sometimes as 
much as 40 to 50 hours.
“People like myself who use 
computers a lot get into a screen 
hypnosis,” Green said. “Some­
times I’m not aware of the pas­
sage of time when I’m working 
on a computer.”
Green said he has suffered
from eye-strain, a stiff neck and 
muscle tension. He added that 
he doesn’t know of anything 
that is being done for students 
or staff to prevent them from 
getting VDT disease.
Ray Potter, a computer 
science freshman, said his 
brother, a computer program­
mer, talks about VDT disease.
“I heard that if you use a 
computer for a long time you 
have a tendency not to blink 
and that can cause problems,” 
he said.
Potter, who said he uses a 
computer an average of two 
hours a day, said teachers don’t 
inform students about the dis­
ease.
“It seems that a lot of classes 
require computer work, but they 
don’t inform you that a com­
puter can cause health-related 
problems.”
Mark Norton, a computer 
science freshman agreed.
“Nobody ever talks about it,” 
he said.
N orton  sa id  he ge ts  
headaches when he uses a com­
puter for a long time, and gets 
up and takes breaks for relief.
“Teachers should educate 
their students about how to 
prevent themselves from getting 
VDT,” he added.
Pat Hosegood Martin, who is 
in charge of safety, fitness and 
training administration for Cal 
Poly Foundation, said she feels 
precautions are being taken for 
Foundation employees.
“We try to look at the health 
promotion prc^ams to prevent 
any iryuries,” Martin said. “We 
train all of our foundation 
employees with computer work 
station health prc^ams.
“For us, the Carpal-Tunnel 
Syndrome, (pain and swelling in 
the wrist region from typing for 
long periods of time) is a mayor 
concern for us regarding VDT,” 
Martin said. “A lot of preventing 
it involves using common sense, 
such as resting eyes, hands, and 
taking breaks.”
Cochran’s advice on how to 
avoid VDT disease is to take 
rest-breaks, change p>osture, get 
up and stretch and avoid sitting 
too close to the screen.
Tb relieve symptoms, he sug­
gested common pain relievers, 
massages, or heat pads.
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In Your Opinion ...OPIC;l
This week, in observance of National Commuter Day Monday, students were asked how
they got to school and what they thought of Commuter Day.
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I was not aware (that it 
was National Commuter Day).
I walked to school.
I'm not aware (of what 
the day will do for the nation) 
because I commute everyday by 
foot.
I don't see why people 
can't just walk half a mile.
- -  Ed Matsuzaki Graphic Communication
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I'm not aware (that it was 
National Commuter Day).
I rode my bike to school. 
Hopefully, (NCD) will make 
people more aware of alternative 
m means of ti ansportation, the 
car being phased out and whatnot.
Myself being in the 
engineering field, I see a lot of 
things happening as far as 
alternative vehicles. I think SLO 
is real aware, with a lot of people 
biking, especially to scho.ol. A lot 
of my professors bike around.
It's a good thing.
- -  Roh Randall Architectural Engineering
r
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I rode my bike (to school). 
What do I think about 
(NCD)? I think it's a great idea, 
but if people were more aware of 
it, it'd be more exciting, because I 
had no idea.
- -  Craig Visser Construction Management
I (didn't) walk to school. 
(National Commuter Day) 
will probably eventually save the 
planet in terms of pollution in our 
air, as far as cars go. But I took 
the bus, so in a way, I helped out.
"  Gretchen Briggs City and Regional Planning
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CRISIS PERSPECTIVES
A  look at the opinions o f Cal Poly and state officials who play a 
pivotal role in California's educational budget decisions.
D o n a l d  L a z e r e
E ditor’s Note: This commentary is the first in a series designed to provide some insight into California's educational budget woes.While most students are fully aware of how the economic crunch is affecting the students, this series is a look into the mindset of others involved in the current crisis. Donald Lazere's opinion is offered as a that of a typical Cal Poly faculty member, but should in no way be construed as representative of every individual instructor.
Low wages damaging education
By Donald Lazere
Writing recently in “New Perspectives Quarterly,” 
Laura D’Andrea TVson, chair of President Clinton’s 
Council of Economic Advisors and UC economics profes­
sor, countered the conventional wisdom that American 
high schools and colleges are failing to prepare enough 
workers qualified to fill high-tech industries’ needs. On 
the contrary, she asserted “The nation’s employers an­
ticipate that 70 percent of the jobs of the future will con­
tinue to require little more than today’s high-school 
education.”
Tyson argued that American industry has lost ground 
to European and Japanese counterparts that are “or­
ganizing their workers in ways that upgraded their 
skills. These new forms of work organization rely on 
greater delegation of authority, reduction of supervision, 
job rotation and flexibility, and continuing training to im­
prove worker productivity... In such organizations, 
workers are asked to use judgment and make decisions 
rather than merely to follow directions.” Workers are 
prepared in high school and college for these more 
autonomous work modes, not only through sophisticated 
technological education but through liberal education 
courses fostering critical and creative thinking.
According to Tyson, however, the majority of American 
companies “continued to opt for traditional hierarchical 
work organizations that made few demands on the skills 
of their workers” and that “doom most American workers 
to a low-wage future.” Instead of trying to increase the 
number of high-quality jobs, most corporations’ basic 
strategy has been to compete with ouher American and 
foreign companies exploiting cheap third-world labor, by 
forcing the majority of the workforce into low-education, 
low-wage jobs where they have to work constantly more 
hours to keep up with increases in the cost of living. 
These p>olicies have resulted in short-term profitability 
for American corporations and execut'ves, but they have 
been a disaster for America’s long-term competitiveness.
Another result has been that, since the 1980s, the real 
income of the richest 1 percent of our population has 
doubled while the gap between the rich and poor has be­
come greater than at any time since the 1920s. The mini­
mum wage today leaves a family of three 29 percent 
below the poverty level. Tyson says that “an estimated 20 
percent of all American children, more than twice the 
percentage in any European country,” are raised poverty. 
Women and minorities have been the most frequent vic­
tims of the job squeeze, on the principle of “last hired, 
first fired,” and the whole squeeze has increased fnctions 
between men and women, whites and minorities, and 
among minorities, fighting each other over diminishing 
opportunities.
Students might gain better 
understanding of the way their options 
have been restricted by taking more 
general education courses...
The resulting financial squeeze on the middle and 
working classes has made them unwilling (or unable to 
pay the taxes necessary to fund the public services they 
themselves benefit from, like education, producing a vi­
cious circle; reduced personal income causes reduced 
public tax revenue which causes reduced access to the 
education needed to compete for the reduced number of 
higher-paying jobs. Thus, raises in fees and budget cuts 
at Cal Poly and other CSU and UC campuses can be 
viewed, at least in part, as one result of this strategy by 
business to squeeze the workforce into lower expecta­
tions.
These pressures in the job market have forced many 
American students — and certainly the majority at Cal 
Poly — to follow an increasingly specialized, vocational 
curriculum from high school through college, at the ex­
pense of the general education courses and exposure to 
sources of information that would enable them even to 
become aware of the social forces controlling them. So 
they are caught in another vicious circle; the struggle to
survive in the system virtually enslaving them precludes 
the time and energy to gain access to the information 
they would need to mount any resistance to this system.
According to a recent Times Mirror study, “from 1941 
to 1975, young Americans knew as much about public af­
fairs and public people as did their elders, and they fol­
lowed most major news events as closely. But from 1975 
on, young people have been less attentive to news and 
public affairs. While a 1965 Gallup survey found that 67 
percent of Americans under 35 said they had ’read a 
newspaper yesterday,’ only 30 percent of young 
Americans made that claim in a 1990 Times Mirror sur­
vey. In the 1988 presidential election, only 36 percent of 
Americans aged 18-24 voted, compared with more than 
65 percent voting participation by Americans 25 and 
older. Only 41 percent of those under 30 express any 
criticism of the business community, compared with 53 
percent of those over 30.”
The response of many individuals to these unpleasant 
realities is to resort to psychological defense mechanisms: 
e.g., denying the power corporations hold over us or jus­
tifying conformity to their authority through rationaliza­
tions — “They know best,” “They’re entitled to wealth 
and power because they provide jobs,” or projection of 
criticism away from business and the rich onto govern­
ment bureaucrats, minorities and immigrants, the poor 
and welfare recipients, labor unions, etc.
Students might gain better understanding of the way 
their options have been restricted by taking more general 
education courses, not only in subjects like political 
economy and social psychology, but English classes in 
critical thinking and literature. Novels like Upton 
Sinclair’s 1904 classic The Jungle warn of the degrading 
work conditions America could be reverting to. Fyodor 
Dostoevsky’s The Grand Inquisitor. Albert Camus’ The 
Fall, and George Orwell’s 1984 all depict the psychology 
of blind submission to authority. But because students 
think they can’t afford to take such courses, or to heed 
their lessons, many instead just “learn to love Big 
Brother,” in Orwell’s term, and to sublimate their 
frustrations in partying, sports, and buying fashionable 
commodities.
Donald Lazere English professor  Cal Poly
L E T T E R S  TO  T H E  E D IT O R
Bravo, Dan
I was very impressed with Dan Jackson’s commentary 
(“Where the real women are,” Mustang Daily, May 24).
It is so true the media feeds us images that cause eating dis­
orders and low self esteem in women and disillusionment in 
men. It was very refreshing to see this article in the commen­
tary section as opposed to articles like “”Girl watching as a 
sport“ by David Polk.
People need to be educated to the fact that the media breeds 
consumers. It is their job to make you feel like you need certain 
products to feel whole. We vote every day with our dollars. 
What people don’t realize is they have the power not to buy 
these magazines and not to watch these programs that are sell­
ing us these damaging images. If we don’t buy it, they won’t 
make it!
Jenn  Guttler Art and D esign
Go Mustang baseball
This is to my former brother Mustangs of last year’s family 
and my new friends of this year. All of you had hopes and 
desires to get to the College World Series. Well, the only thing 
that is between you and those thoughts is about 2,000 miles. 
Those that have been there know that the CWS is an ex­
perience that will stay with you for the rest of your lives. 
Believe me, guys, it is!
I promise that you’ll have fun, but don’t be “stupid” and for­
get what your dream is. So play with your hearts and make 
your dream happen. Don’t come back saying, “I SHOULD 
HAVE...”
Juan RojoIndustrial Technology
CRISIS
PERSPECTIVES
A look into the California 
educational budget's decision­
making process.
Today: Cal Poly profes­sor Donald Lazere gives insight into the faculty state of mind concerning educational budgeting.
Wednesday: Former California Secretary of Education Bill Honig urges students to value their educations by making the necessary sacrifices.
Thursday: Cal Poly President Warren Baker warns of a rough road ahead for students.
Friday: CSU Chancellor Barry Munitz expresses hope for the future.
Mustang Daily Policies
Commentaries and reporter's notebooks are the opinions 
of the author and do not necessarily reflect the viewpoints of 
Mustang Daily. Unsigned editorials represent the majority 
opinion of the editorial staff.
Letters to the editor should be typed, less than 250 
words, and should include the author's name, phone number and 
major or occupation. Because of space limitations, shorter letters 
have a better chance of appearing in Mustang Daily.
Commentaries should be between two and three pages 
(between 800 and 1,000 words), double-spaced, and tumed in to 
the opinion editor's box at Mustang Daily. Commentaries are 
welcome from students, faculty and members of the community; 
submission does not insure publication. Mustang Daily's opinion 
staff reserves the right to edit letters and commentaries for 
length, accuracy and clarity. Submissions to the opinion page or 
inquiries about Mustang Daily can be made at the Mustang Daily 
office, Graphic Ai’ts room 226. Electronic mail submissions can be 
made via bbailey@trumpet.calpoly.edu .
Correction:
In the Monday, May 24 issue of Mustang Daily, the article 
entitled "SCLC debates new Poly Royal, SNAP" stated that the 
Poly Royal Board had proposed the return of Poly Royal.
The proposal to reinstate Poly Royal was actually an ASI 
proposal. The proposal concerning the Poly Royal Board was one to 
disband the board and for ASI to accept input from a more infor­
mal organization of faculty and students.
Mustang Daily apologizes for the error.
Design a Logo for Cal Poly’s 
Staff Council and Win $50!
Send your entry to the 
Staff Council Mail Drop 
by June 15th.Call X 2616 for more infomialion. ‘(D
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M u s t a n g  D a ily
PROJECT
Ciivi;it Villi Hoifii...for about 14c a day
Loohforlhe
Golden West 
Students’ Dental and Optometry Plan:
•  Calll-800-39S-4124
GOLD€N UU € S T
i i i u n a j i u i i
888 W est V entura  Blvd 
Cam arillo, CA * 93010 
(805) 987-8941 
(800) 995-4124
Free Engraving  Wednesday  M ay 26 10am- 4pm
SINCE 1B46
A GIFT THAT SUITS GRADUATES JUST FINE. 
THE 0.5mm PENCIL FROM CROSS.
.As they go out into the world, give them the world’s finest thin-lead 
writing instrument. Available in eight distinctive finishes including gold 
filled and sterling silver. Lifetime mechanical guarantee.
a î o l S : . .
Choices.
Choose From:• 1 or 2 Bedroom Apts• 6 Different Floor Plans• 3 Different Payment Plans• Furnished or Unfurnished
And Prices That Are...
THE LOWEST IN YEARS!!!
$185.°''PER MO. SHARED RM.* 
$355."" PER MO. PRIVATE RM. *
*based on paid in full lease
Come and see,
Why Muppay St. Station Apts 
Is the Place %  Be.
1262 Murray Ave SLO 5 4 1 -3 8 5 6
From page 1
Lee said. “It needs to be really 
reliable and easy to use.”
The design, which should 
resemble a bookshelf in its com­
pleted form, will not require a 
motor. Instead, simple adjust­
ment of his wheelchair will ac­
tivate the book selection process, 
Lee said.
Controls placed underneath 
Gingg’s desk will enable him to 
pick from three books and two 
binders, he said.
The system will then allow 
Gingg to bring a book down to 
his desktop without a lot of ef­
fort, Lee said.
Noise, dimension, aesthetic 
requirements and cost conditions 
are all things Lee said he took 
into consideration during the 
design process.
Plywood, aluminum, plastics, 
gears, chains, sheet metal and 
ball bearings will be needed to 
complete the mechanism, accord­
ing to Lee.
Lee said he chose this project 
because he wanted to do more 
than just “get by” on his senior 
project.
“I see a lot of people do 
projects that simply fulfill the re­
quirement,” Lee said. “I didn’t 
want to do that.”
Because of his interest in 
working with and helping others, 
Lee said he hopes to continue 
designing products for the dis­
abled.
“There are so many simple 
things that they need but don’t 
have,” he said. “If you look at a 
college campus and have 
problems finding fundamental 
and essential equipment like 
this, then you really have to 
question what it’s like in the 
community.
“It’s probably even worse.”
□GDrrcxIl
lOOKINe FOR A NICE PIACE TO UVE, 
CLOSE TO POLY, THAÏS AFFORDABLE?
We have it! Comfortable 2, 3 or 4 person apartments with 
school year leases. Rents starting at $650.00 per month. 
Call 543-6819 for information and viewing.
COLLEGE CHALET
320 KENTUCKY STREET
BOND STREET APTS.
1239 BOND STREET
UNIVERSITY GARDENS
766 BOYSEN AVENUEStorewide Spring Clearance
Save up to 75% on selected merchandise. Big savings on  
discounted, out dated, overstocked, &  
closeout items from all departments.
Sale starts May 24th until supplies last. 
Shop early for best selection.
E I G > r r a l  
I B o o k s t o r e
► Work with ASI 
Program Board, 
coordinating group 
performances on-stage 
at Backstage Pizza.
>• Must be able to 
attend ASI Program 
Board meetings, 
usually held on 
Tuesday evenings
► Work includes 
contacting and 
scheduling bands and 
other groups to 
perform on stage at 
Backstage I*izza.
► Time committment, 
approximately 2 to 10 
hours a week
II you>* lnl*r»«lMl In ffluilc, paopl* of p lia , 
IN« I* II» pro|Ml Mr you.
C M  Jo o n M Io , N  7S 6 -1Z 7S  b o ta r* Ju n o  2 n d
I hope 
they call*/
Call our nifty 
new phones!
r EDITORIAL IS NOW: n
756-1796
ADS/CLASSIFIED IS NOW:
756-1143
THE FAX FOR BOTH IS STILL:
^ 7 5 6 - 6 7 8 4 ^
iMore lines to serve you! 
M u sia n g Da iiy
Now Filling Up
for Fall V3-'94
Valeneia
Newly refurbished units 
on a first come basis.
E N J O Y  A S T R E S S  F R E E  S U M M E R
• C OM PUTER/STUDY C EN TER
• 70“ BIG S C R EEN  IN REC ROOM  
•N A U T ILU S  W EIGHT ROOM
• HEATED SW IM MING P O O L
• LA U N D R Y  FACILITIES 
• O N  CITY BUSLINE
• 1 0  OR 12 M ONTH LEA S ES
• N EX T TO LU C K Y'S  
SHOPPING C ENTER
• C O V ER ED  PARKING A V AILAB LE
• FR IEN D LY STAFF
TOUR HOURS:
M-F 9am - 8pm 
Sat and Sun 10-6
•  Group Rates $ 270 /p e rso n
•  3 Bew oom , 1 .5  Bath 
Tow n Houses
•  Private Bedrooms
•  M ia o w a ve s
•  Clean, updated, 
well maintained
FOR PRICES, QUALITY & PRIVACY WE CAN'T BE MATCHED!
Amazing W hat^ 
Dorm Room Will Hold...
Now how are you going to get it all home?
We'll pack up all the necessities of
campus life and ship them to and ^
from school, quickly and safely.
Free  E s t im a te s
Call 546-8872
Laguna Village Center
y n A i vC94TBKC»AMBKA
L-iU
Under new management and ownership
555 RAMONA DRIVE •  SAN UIIS ODISPO, CA 03405
C l a s s if ie d
Campus Clubs
MORTARBOARD
mandatory meeting!
Tuesday May 25 
Arch 107 
re: the Planner
SAILORS SEE
HAWAII IN TRAVEL CALL 481-2970
Announcements
DEADLINE: JUNE 1st 5pm
IT WILL BE HERE BEFORE YOU 
KNOW IT! GET YOUR AD IN NOW 
FOR THE GRADUATION EDITION!
i
FREE ESL CONVERSATION Improve 
your speech Idioms pronunciation 
Fridays 2-4:00 22-10 X2067 
No fee drop-ins Welcome
GMAT GRE LSAT TEST PREP!
CALL THE PRINCETON REVIEW ANY 
TIME AT 995-0176 IN CAYUCOS.
IS YOUR SMILE WORTH $10. Centrl 
Coast PeriodnII Cons, say ‘BRUSH­
ING AFTER MEALS NEVER WORKED TO 
STOP TOOTH DECAY OR GUMDISEASE. 
ONCE ADAY PLAQUE REMOVAL DOES" 
Easy to use kit Inc. depikr pro­
per floss & insfr. Value far be­
yond cost. Send cash ck or mo to 
SOC.ENT. 543 Ide Aroyo Gr. 93420
Greek News
ORDER OF OMEGA
GENERAL MTG WED.MAY26 9PMUU220
Panhellenic Fundraiser 
LIVE BAND 0  TORTILLA FLATS 
Wednesday, May 26 9pm $2 cover
Events
PEER HEALTH EDUCATORS PRESENTROOMMATES
THE ART OF GETTING ALONG 
WEDNESDAY MAY 26 
SIERRA MADRE HALL 7:30 PM 
FOR MORE INFO CALL 756-5252
Lost & Found
FOUND RING
ON BISHOPS PEAK. CALL TO 
IDENTIFY 545-8131
LOST on 5/18 BIk sunglasses w/ 
amber prescr. lens on bench nr 
Bldgs52&25. Please call756-1394
Wanted
FOUR GIRLS SEEKING 4 BEDROOM 
HOUSE TO RENT. ALSO SEEKING 
2-ROOM SUMMER SUBLET FOR 
UNDER $200 A PERSON. CALL JOY, 
ALISON, OR SABRINA 547-9756
GRAD TICKETS 4PM CEREMONY CALL 
JUDI 541-1910
PM GRAD TICKETS NEEDED $$$ 
CALL JACKIE 546-9905
Services
GRADUATES
CAP AND GOWN FORMAL PORTRAITS 
SEQUOIA HALL ROOM123 WEDS 9-1 
THURS 12-4 COST $4 FOR 4 POSES
Word Processing
(-: I’LL TYPE IT FOR YOU :-)
Reports, resumes, books! 
Professional Word Processing!
Call 542-9931 Today!
LOW-RATE LOCAL WORD PROCESSING 
GREAT FONTS! CALL MARY 481-5143
Master's Theses, Sr. projs, resumes, 
etc. Laser printer. 549-8966 • Laura
R&R WORD PROCESSING (Rona)
17 yrs exp, laser printer, 544-2591
TYPING LASER PRINTER 
NANCY 473-2573
Travel
HAWAII
CREW SAILBOAT FROM HONOLULU-SB 
CALL STEVE 481-2970 4 DETAILS
Opportunities
‘CAUTION: Make no investments before 
investigating advertisements in 
Opportunities which require 
investments in stock sarnples, 
equipment or cash bonds.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - 
fisheries. Earn $600Wwk in can­
neries or $4,000Wmonth on fishing 
boals.Free transportation! Room & 
Board! Over 8,000 openings. No exp 
necessary. Male or Female. For 
employment program call 
1-206-545-4155 ext. A6005
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn 
$2,000+/month + world travel 
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc) 
Holiday, Summer and Career 
employment available. No experierKe 
necessary. For employment program 
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C6005
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT -
Make up to $2,000+ per month 
teaching basic conversational 
English abroad. Japan and Taiwan. 
Many provide room and board + other 
benefits. No previous training or 
teaching certificate required.
For program call 1-206-632-1146 
ext. J6005
Employment
DONT READ IF:
YOU'RE LAZY,LOVE $5/HR, WANT TO 
LIVE WITH MOMMY THIS SUMMER. IM 
LOOKING FOR 5 STUDENTS TO EARN 
EXC.S, TRAVEL, EXPERIENCE/ 
RESUME & CHALLENGE THEMSELVES. 
CALL BRAD 549-0224 LV MESSAGE
RESORT STAFF
Fine High Sierra Family Resort 
seeks career oriented year round 
live-in person (21-up) to handle 
Business Services including: Bar 
& Retail sales. Office Organization, 
Record Keeping, “Town Runs* for 
resort purchases, etc. Experience 
in Customer Service, Bookeeping, 
Cash Register desired. 800-227-9966
SUMMER JOBS!
Fine High Sierra Family Resort 
seeks llve-in counselors (20-up) 
to TEACH: Western Riding(2), 
Adult Crafts & Jewelry.
Folk Guitar & Songleading, 
Waterskiing, Adult 
Tennis, Naturalist Hikes. 
ALSO NEED: Front Desk 
Person. 800-227-9966
For Sale
BIKE FOR SALE
'88 CENTURION ACCORDO 
COMPLETELY OVERHAULED - NEW 
BOTTOM BRACKET,GRIPS-EVERYTHING 
TUNED! 12-SPEED, LARGE FRAME 
ASKING $240 
CALL BRYAN 542-9356
Coffee Table
Vy sturdy real wood $20 obo 
Call Steve P. 549-8044
COMPUTER IBM PC CLONE WITH 
KEYBOARD & MONITOR. NO HD GOOD 
FOR CONTROLLING SENIOR PRJCT 
OR? $50 CALL 546-9704
FOR SALE
1 AIRLINE TICKET TO ALASKA 
LAX TO FAIRBANKS. $730 VALUE 
SELLING FOR $500. 756-5405
Furniture Sale
Twin size bed w/sm loft $50 
call Sieve or Charles 549-8044
For Sale
Guitar Amp
Genesis 40 watt 
Great Shape. Give me an offer 
Call Steve P 549-8044
MATCHING COUCH AND LOVE SEAT 
FOR SALE...GREAT CONDITION 
ONLY $751! CALL 545-9379
Weight
5 lb Olynipic W«
Set
31 b eight w/bar 
and collars $125 call Steve 
or Charles 549-8044
Roommates
IIHELPI!
NEED FEMALE TO SHARE HUGE ROOM 
FULLY FURNISHED TOWNHOME 2 1/2 
BATH 3 BDRM $215/MO CLOSE TO 
POLY & TOWN CHEAPER IN SUMMER! 
AVAIL 6/15 CRISTIN 544-6084
“ •ROOM FOR RENT“ *
Own room and bath in Pine Creek 
Condo tor only $200/Month 
Summer Quarter only 
Call Dan 0  544-4382
4 spcs In Large House Close To 
Poly 2/sh master bdrm with adj 
bthrm 1/own room start 6/15 
1 other room to open in Fall 
250/mo 300/dep large Yard Pets 
OK Washer GREAT HOUSE! 544-5497
NEED 2 PEOPLE
SHARE Mstrbdrm. ige hse, HOT TUB 
YR Lease.Smr $215each, then 250 
STARTS7/1 Laguna.KELLY 545-9266
ROOM FOR RENT Laguna Lake 
Summer, opt tor nxt yr 543-5294
Rental Housing
2 Bed Apart with GARAGE Avail 
6-14 0  $650/mo-449 No. Chorro 
Call Steve 543-8370
4 BDR House Close to Poly 4-5 
Students OK $1200 mo. Ph 541-8496
60 CASA ST. TOWNHOUSES. NOW 
TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR JUNE OR 
SEPTEMBER. NON-SMOKER, QUIET, 
NO PETS. 543-7555 ASK FOR BEA. 
WE CAN HELP FIND ROOMMATES TOO!
CEDAR CREEK CONDO AVAILABLE 4 
SUMMER &FALL QTRS;LARGE 2BDRM, 
2BATH,FREE PARKING,POOL,BBQ, 
WALK TO SCHOOLiSi50-SUMMER AND 
$200 FOR FALLiCALL MIKE 702- 
887-0536 OR STEVE 702-267-4393 
OR HERB 310-322-7637
Close to Poly, 2bdrm condo w/ 
attached garage, fireplace, 
deck & utility rm. 178 Slenner 
12 or 10 months lease 544-5385
1
fi Loc))^  HOBBtS, TU\S WORLD IS ^  , m V  OF URC 
TV.
'  X
A CASUAL OBSLRNER MISHF EVEU COUFVJSE TWE TWO. BUT IF HOTIOE, HERE THE COLORS ARE LESS IHTEHSE AW  THE PEOPLE ARE 0GL\ER .
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/
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Rental Housing
COUNTRY 6h6vfe! CONDOS LUXURY 
3 BED-2 12 Bath-YARD- 415 NORTH 
CHORRO. To see come by unit #1 
Mon4-6pm, Wed 5-7pm, Fri 9-11am 
543-8370
HOUSE FOR RENT 4BED1)iBATH ALL 
APPL. INCL. DISHWASHER & WASHER- 
DRYER YARD GARDENER INC. CLEAN 
QUIET AVAILABLE JULY $1200 MO. 
ASK FOR VICENTE ST. 543-2636
HOUSE FOR RENT 5 MIN. TO SLO 
5BD 3BA 1)(AC. W/4 STALL BARN 
549-8411
HOUSE FOR RENT-MUST SEE! 
Close to Poly 4bdrm, 3 bath 
5 or 6 people $1300 541-9323
PINECREEK Dramatic ceilings 
New Paint iPartially turn, tor 4 
$1150 Neg. 415-341-8867 MSG
Room For Rent by Laguna Lake 
1 room in 4 room house All 
util paid except lele/cable 
Wash/Dry Big Yard Rob #542-9528
ROOM FOR SUBLEASE GREAT 
LOCATION AVAILABLE 5/21-8/21 
175.00 543-4940 RON OR ERIC
SLO - CEDAR CREEK VILLAGE
2 Bed / 2 Bath Furnished Units 
Summer $600 / Fall as low as 
$900 Call the Leasing Office 
544-7772 or 544-5370
SUMMER HOUSE W/POOL, SAUNA, BAR 
LOOKING 4 SUBLEASE 4 SUMMER 
POSS CONT THRU 93-94 YR; OWN 
ROOM OR SHARED $240+; WLK 2 POLY 
PERFECT4SUMMER 77CH0RR0549-8376
SUMMER SUBLET
OWN ROOM. $183/MO 545-8320
SUMMER SUBLET OWN ROOM WASHER/ 
DRYER FURNISHED CARHILL CONDOS 
BEST OFFER CALL KIM 543-5729
SUMMER SUBLET
OWN ROOM/4BED/HOUSE LAG.LAKE 
$300/SUMMER$ 10OODEP JUN12-AUG31 
NEAR BUS OPTION TO RENEW 93-94 
BRENDAN 545-9756
SUMMER SUBLET
CLOSE TO SCHOOL & TOWN 
QUIET SMALL HOUSE OWN ROOM 
CALL DEVIN AT 543-2196 BESTOFF
S U i^ E R  SUBLET SfU DIO  COTTAGE 
W/LG. YARD UTL. PD. FURNAJNFURN 
DATES IN/OUT NEG. 543-1735
The Creek /Vpts 
772 Boysen
2BD IBAFurn 543-9119 
walk to Poly 
12-mo Lease $600mo 
(JUL-AUG) $450mo
UNIVERSITY VISTA APARTMENTS 
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER & FALL 
PLEASE CALL OR COME BY FOR 
PRICES & FLOOR PLANS 
544-1509 1230 MURRAY AVE SLO
Homes for Sale
BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES 
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN 
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS 
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON 
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE 
541-3432 CENTURY 21-SLO PROP.
FOR A FREE LIST OF HOUSES & 
CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO, CALL 
STEVE NELSON 543-8370 
Farrell Smyth R/E
YOUR OWN CEDAR CREEK CONDO 
RENT FOR $950 OR $1400 W/ $800 
GOING TOWARDS PURCHASE OF 
$149,900 (916)568-7333. WILL 
TRADE FOR LAND IN SACRAMENTO.
8  T u e s d a y , M ay 2 5 , 1 9 9 3
Sports
M u s t a n g  D aily
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Was it SLO Stadium or the ’Stick?
It’s been a long time since Cal 
Poly has felt the energy 
generated by Sunday’s victory in 
the NCAA Division II West 
Regional baseball finals.
• The Mustang baseball team 
heads to Alabama Thursday to 
compete in the College World 
Series for the second consecutive 
year.
• They carry with them one 
last hope for a Cal Poly team to 
capture an NCAA title this 
school year.
• True, the Cal Poly track and 
field teams also will be compet­
ing for NCAA crowns this 
weekend, but I’ve yet to see a 
shot putter bring 597 people to 
their feet the way Shannon 
Stephens did Sunday.
• Unlike past years where Cal 
Poly has picked up NCAA cham­
pionships in such sports as cross 
country and tennis, the baseball 
and track teams are the lone 
hopes of preventing a national 
title shutout.
• The five baseball games at 
SLO Stadium last weekend — in­
volving the top three teams in 
the west — attracted 3,092 fans 
(an average of 618.4 per game).
• The Cal Poly women’s ten­
nis team, which finished second 
in the nation, had about an 
average of 50 people out to watch 
its matches.
• Among those fans at SLO 
Stadium were some real heck­
lers, who screamed out taunts 
such as: “Hey number eight, 
you’re girlfriend’s late” and 
“Number 11, your mother was 
heaven.”
• Amidst the action Saturday 
night sat a group of fans who 
reminded me of the kind found at 
Candlestick Park when the 
Dodgers come to town.
• I may not have been one of 
th e  r e v e l e r s  s c r e a m i n g  
obscenities at fat mothers of UC 
Davis players (as some people 
did), but my name was found in 
the Regional lineups.
• UC Davis pitcher Cam Bul­
lock pitched a brilliant game 
Saturday night, tossing a com­
plete-game and earning a 9-5 vic­
tory. Bill Inman, meanwhile, was 
used by the Aggies twice during 
the Regional as a pinch-runner.
• Put the two names together 
and you get Bill Bullock — 
probably the label of some clown. 
Of course the other version e- 
quals the name of a former in­
famous first baseman for Abacus 
Electronics.
• Sightings of President War­
ren Baker at SLO Stadium 
Saturday and Sunday have been 
confirmed. No, he wasn’t sitting 
in a luxury box. He was kicking 
it in a lawn chair alongside his 
son, Chris, a business major 
here.
• In case you haven’t followed 
Mission Prep football over the 
years, Chris Baker was a former 
lineman for the Royals. Although 
his dad has some pull here, the 
stumpier Baker is not playing for 
Lyle Setencich.
1993 National Collegiate Division II
BASEBALL CHAMPIONSHIP FINALS
At Paterson Field, Montgomery, Ala,
B R A C K E T  O N E
1 Tam pa (3 9 -1 2 )
Gam e 1
Saturday - - 1  p.m. 
May 29
R N o . Dakota
(2 9 -1 2 -1 )
4 Troy S t . (37 -151
Gam e 2
Saturday -  7 p.m.
May 29
R M an sfie ld (3 7 M  3)
G a m e ?
Tues. - 3 : 3 0  p.m. 
June1
W inner G am e 7
Gam e 1 2
Thur. -  7 p.m. 
June 3
Loser G am e 1
G a m e s
Mon. -  3:30 p.m. 
May 31
Loser G am e 2
Gam e 10
Wed. - -  7 p.m. 
June 2
*G a m e  13
Fri. -  3:30 p.m. 
June 4
W inner G am e 10
D IV IS IO N
W IN N ER
B R A C K E T  TW O
2 S . C . - A i k e n (4 5 -1 6 )
G a m e s
Sunday - 1  p.m.
May 30
7 Ade lPhi (3 0 -1 3 )
* * G a m e 1 3 ,1 4  or 15
Saturday -  Time to be determined 
Junes
3 Cal P o ly (3 6 -1 81
Gam e 4
Sunday -  7 p.m.
May 30
6 M o . - S t . L o u l ¿ (31-9i
G a m e d
Tues. -  7 p.m. 
June1
W inner Gam e 8
Gam e 1 1
Thur. -  3:30 p.m. 
June 3
Loser G am e 3
Gam e 6
Monday -  7 p.m. 
May 31
Loser Gam e 2
Gam e 9
Wed. -  3:30 p.m. 
June 2
* * G a m e 1 4
F r i . "  7 p.m. 
June 4
W inner G am e 9
NATIONAL
CHAM PION
DIVISION
VI/INNER
Championships
* Game 13 will be necessary if the winner of Game 10 also wins Game 12.
**  Game 14 will be necessary if the winner of Game 9 also wins Game 11.
* * *  If both bracket winners are undefeated, there will be no games Friday and the championship game will be Game 13.
Mustangs take No. 3 seed in CWS
By Cam Inman
Sports Editor
Well, Steve McFarland nearly 
predicted how the seedings 
would be handed out for the 
NCAA Division II College World 
Series.
The Cal Poly baseball coach 
said Sunday, after his team won 
the West Regional, that the Mus­
tangs could expect a No. 3 seed­
ing.
Cal Poly (36-18) did receive 
the No. 3 seed, although the Nos. 
1 and 2 seedings did not come in 
the order McFarland expected.
South Regional-winner Ibmpa 
(39-12) took the No. 1 seed while 
South Atlantic champion South 
Carolina-Aiken (45-16) was 
seeded second.
With a week to rest and travel 
to  P a t e r s o n  F i e l d  in 
Montgomery, Ala., the Mustangs 
will begin play in their second 
straight CWS versus sixth- 
seeded Missouri-St. Louis (31-9) 
Sunday at 7 p.m.
Cal Poly will be playing in 
Bracket Two of the double­
elimination eight-team tourna­
ment.
“I would anticipate us to be 
seeded third, to be honest with 
you,” McFarland said Sunday. “I 
think that if Thmpa won (the 
South Regional), they’ll be 
seeded second and SC-Aiken 
first.
“That’s what I’m anticipating.
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STEVE McCRANK/Mustang Daily
The Mustangs, shown here celebrating the Regional title, open play Sunday In the College Wsrld Series.
I may be wrong.”
Even though he was off a lit­
tle on the pairings, one predic­
tion by McFarland should hold 
merit.
“It’s going to be a tough haul,” 
the 10th-year coach said.
Cal Poly finished third in last 
year’s CWS, losing in the semi­
finals to Mansfield, which is com­
peting this year in Bracket One 
and is seeded fifth after winning 
the North Atlantic Region.
If Cal Poly defeats Missouri- 
St. Louis, the Mustangs will face 
the winner of Aiken-Adelphi 
(30-15) Tuesday at 7 p.m.
The Rivermen \vill be making 
their first appearance at the 
OWS since 1977, when they 
finished third at the champion­
ships.
The Mustangs must win at 
least five games to gain back the 
national title they won in 1989.
